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The Symposium topic is ‘Nonbiological Contamination and Other Issues arising from OST Art.
IX’. To paraphrase selectively for the purpose of this paper: under OST Art. IX states are to
conduct their activities in outer space with due regard to the corresponding interests of all other
States. They are to avoid ‘potentially harmful interference’ with the activities of others and the
‘harmful’ contamination of the Moon and other celestial bodies. Article IX also speaks of rights
and duties to consult. What might hide under such language? We might ask what are the
‘corresponding interests’? What is the effect of the adjective harmful modifying ‘contamination’
and ‘interference’?
I am not going to wallow in such matters, fun as it can be to dance on fine distinctions and
potential reinterpretations and extensions of language.1 My title indicates the thrust. There are
cultural and natural heritage aspects of space that should be protected by international agreement,
and an international process established for the purpose. Article IX is not enough. We already
protect certain interests on earth. Before we go much further in the exploration and use of outer
space we should agree something similar for out there. The concept of the international public trust
commends itself.2
There is an imperative to protect. I note with interest that in 2009 the Department of Parks
and Recreation of the Resources Agency of the State of California recorded in its protected list
artefacts within a 60 metre square area at Tranquillity Base on the basis of their historic importance
and their having been manufactured in California.3 I also note that in 2007 the Chairman of UN
COPUOS wrote that the protection or conservation of designated areas of the Moon and other solar
system bodies should be of interest for COPUOS, but he left that for informal arrangements to be
worked out with the IAA and COSPAR.4 I do not know what has happened thereafter.
Lawyers rarely invent. Instead they reach for something known which can be adapted or
modified. There are adaptable terrestrial analogues to the system that I would like to see for space.
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I should say that I am aware that notion of ‘sovereignty’ can generate opposition to an international
body playing such a role, but that has no application in space.5
1. Terrestrial analogues
There are four main analogues in global terrestrial international law, three owing their birth to
UNESCO.6
1.1. Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, 1972
The obvious terrestrial analogue is the 1972 Convention Concerning the Protection of the World
Cultural and Natural Heritage,7 itself the result of a long history. Cultural and historical heritage
dates back to the days of the Grand Tour in Europe, though usually that then meant taking objects
home to protect them as part of one’s own collection, and as a result ‘culture heritage’ is now a
drum for nationalists to bang.8 Protection of immoveable ‘Nature’ came with the invention of
national parks.9 Suffice it to say that nowadays many countries protect and foster their heritage,
both cultural and natural. through planning requirements, permissions and tax and other privileges.
Internationally the creation of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) in
1948 established natural heritage as a matter of international concern.10 The 1972 Paris Convention
brings together the cultural and natural aspects of the world heritage.
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Paragraph three of the Preamble to the Convention,states ‘that deterioration or
disappearance of any item of the cultural or natural heritage constitutes a harmful impoverishment
of the heritage of all the nations of the world’. Paragraph seven holds ‘that parts of the cultural or
natural heritage are of outstanding interest and therefore need to be preserved as part of the world
heritage of mankind as a whole’. Article 1 considers ‘cultural heritage’ basically to comprise works
of man, although natural elements may be involved. These are things of outstanding universal
value from the point of view of history, art or science. Specific mention is made of historic sites.
Article 2 considers ‘natural heritage’ to be natural features, including areas of outstanding universal
value from the point of view of science, conservation or natural beauty. Thereafter the Convention
provides for states to scrutinise their territory and inventory appropriate cultural items and natural
heritage sites (Arts. 4-7 and 11). The Convention then arranges for the administration of the world
system including the creation of a ‘World Heritage List’ ( Art. 11.2).
1.2 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage, 2001
The Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage of 2001 was also elaborated
by UNESCO.11 Adopted by a majority vote (87-4-15) it entered into force on 2 January 2009 and
as of November 2010 has only thirty-six parties, so its strength may be uncertain. Even so its ideas
are interesting for the purposes of this paper. It deals with international waters.
Subordinate to the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (Art. 3) the Convention seeks the
protection of ‘all traces of human existence’ that have been under water, periodically or
continuously for at least a hundred years (Arts. 2.1 and 1.1). That includes sites and structures,
wrecks and cargo (including aeroplanes) (but not pipelines.or cables) (Art. 1.1.). A duty is laid on
parties to preserve through the use of their national laws (Arts. 2 and 5) including their laws of
salvage and of finds (Art. 4). Different levels of requirement apply to the different elements of the
sea, from the territorial sea out to the Area. The Convention has a Secretariat (Art. 24) and
Meetings of Parties (Art. 23).
Under the Rules annexed to the Convention the protection of underwater cultural heritage
through its preservation in situ is the first option to be considered (Rule 1). The commercial
exploitation of finds is fundamentally incompatible with the Convention, and they cannot be traded,
sold, bought or bartered as commercial goods (Rule 2). Other Rules provide for recording and
reporting, for public information and access, for documentation and other matters. Only qualified
underwater archaeologists with relevant competence are to act (Rules 22). Conservation is to be
undertaken and sites managed (Rules 24-5). Such provisions are not without interest with respect to
space.
1.3. UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Heritage, 2003
The Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Heritage is another product of UNESCO.12
It entered into force on 20 April 2006, but has only a few parties. Nonetheless it seems active.
Intangible heritage comprises practices, representations, expression knowledge and skills, together
with their physical appurtenances that communities recognise as part of their cultural heritage. This
includes oral traditions, performing arts, social practices, knowledge and practices concerning
11
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nature and the universe, and traditional craftsmanship (Art. 2). Its interest for this paper resides in
its mechanisms. It has a General Assembly of its parties (Art. 4), which elects an eighteen member
‘Intergovernmental Committee’ which will increase to twenty-four when there are fifty parties (Art.
5). The Committee has a variety of functions, including decisions as to the acceptance of a
proposed ‘intangible heritage’ for consideration, and its inclusion on a list (Arts. 16-18). It can also
assist in their preservation. Parties are bound to take national measures to protect intangible
heritage within their jurisdiction which they have inventoried themselves and which have been
listed by the Committee.
1.4. The Antarctic system
The fourth terrestrial analogue is the system now operating for Antarctica.13 Antarctica was set
aside for scientific purposes under the Treaty of 1959.14 In 1988 a supplementary Convention on on
the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities was drafted as part of the Antarctic Treaty
system, but has never come into force and is not likely to do so.15 Instead at Madrid in 1991 a
‘Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty’ was agreed as an alternative.16
Coming into force in 1998 its Art. 7 prohibits any activity in relation to mineral resources other than
scientific research. The Protocol was augmented by an Annex V, adopted in Bonn later in 1991,
which came into force for all the members of the Antarctic Treaty on 24 May 2002.17 Annex V
provides mechanisms for the setting up and licensing of Antarctic Specially Protected Areas
(ASPA) (Art. 3) and Antarctic Specially Managed Areas (ASMA) (Art. 5), for their designation
procedures (Art. 6) and the approval of their Management Plans (Art. 6). In the Areas both historic
and natural features may be identified and qualify for special protection. In particular Annex V Art.
8 makes particular provision for historic sites and monuments within either type of Area and for
their being listed on a register of Historic Sites and Monuments. It is also competent to identify
historic and other sites outwith an Area,18 and that that had already been done prior to these
arrangements.19 While obviously the Protocol’s prohibition of any activity in relation to minerals
other than for scientific purposes may run counter to the OST and certainly contradicts the MA, it
and the Annex V material as to the designation and protection of sites should be noted. The
procedures for designation step carefully round the question of territorial sovereignty.
2. Heritage in Space
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The notion of ‘heritage’ is inchoate, has been abused, and causes some to break out in a rash. With
that caveat, and with due acknowledgement of the Outer Space Treaty and the Moon Agreement,
applying the motivations and concepts of the UNESCO Conventions and the Antarctic system to
outer space, I come up with the following - and I would be glad to hear of additions, or objections.
2.1 Historic sites and artefacts
The Google Earth Moon and Mars displays signpost many sites of landings, human and rover, as
well as crash sites. Some of these are of historic interest and therefore should be protected. When
California acted last year to include various artefacts at Tranquillity Base on its list of historic
materials, the ‘no sovereignty’ provision of OST Art. II was taken into account. The area itself was
not designated as a protected site. However, those behind that move would like to see the site
designated by UNESCO under the 1972 Convention.20 But the Convention is applicable only to the
territories of its parties. so the 1972 UNESCO Convention cannot be used as presently drafted.21
We need some method to cope with such matters. (See below: 3. Administration). In any event it
makes no sense to protect artefacts without protecting the site of their location.22
2.2. Natural sites
While I appreciate the aspiration of the Google Lunar X Prize to stimulate private and commercial
entrepreneurial activity, it is ill-advised. Some debated whether this is a measure suitable to
encourage scientific activity but it seems to have succeeded in that aim. I am concerned that the
lunar surface might be unduly affected.23 Further, experiments or investigations based on the
crashing of probes to produce dust such as the Cabeus crater LCROSS effort and the Japanese
Kayuga should be subject to international control and agreement.24 While the ‘contamination’
provisions of the OST and MA may have some application, procedures should be extended clearly
to deal with such situations. It is not enough simply to notify that you are going to do it (OST Art.
IX). Further, attention should be given to the possibility of the creation of park areas within which
such activity is controlled, or even banned.25 MA Art. 7.3 would make possible such a
development.
2.3. Scientific sites
The setting aside of sites of special scientific interest is contemplated in MA Art. 7.3. This speaks
of ‘international scientific preserves’ placed under ‘special protective arrangements’. Some areas of
the Moon should certainly be specifically protected for scientific purposes. This should include the
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setting up of radio ‘quiet zones’ for radio-astronomy purposes, perhaps on the lunar far-side.26
Again there may be areas of lunar geology that should be protected, albeit that they may contain
minerals that may come to be of commercial interest. It is better to do this earlier rather than later.
The problems of Antarctica should be remembered. The attempt to regulate the exploitation of
minerals has been abandoned,27 pro tempore, but as the ice-fields retreat on the Graham Land
Peninsula there is growing pressure to allow commercial activity in Antarctica. The protective
designation of scientific and other sites on the Moon and elsewhere in space should be carried out
well before commercial entities are in a position to intervene.
In a different perspective. why should the notion of ‘site’ be restricted to physicalities? The
designation of Lagrange points should also be considered. They have scientific importance.28
These also might be designated and thereafter their protection for scientific use be assured.29
2.4. Contamination
It may be that OST Art. IX is sufficient to deal with the contamination of celestial bodies, but even
so I wonder whether further more precise regulation is not required. The pollution of the steppes of
Kazakhstan caused that state for a while to suspend the use by Russia of the Baikonour launch
site.30 What of radio-active contamination? Nuclear reactors or radio-isotropic generators may
well be used to power installations and vehicles used on the moon or elsewhere and there may be
the problem of crashed probes. MA Art. 7.2 requires the UN Secretary General to be informed of
the placement and purpose of any nuclear materials on the moon. Should there not be a duty to
clean up contamination from such materials?31
The potentially contaminative effects of a lunar or other base needs to be further
considered.32 Ideally a base would be fully secured from environmental interaction with its
surrounding area, but it has to be said that the state of the present environment round various
Antarctic bases including the US Amundsen-Scott Base at the South Pole is not reassuring.33 The
second sentence of OST Art. IX speaks of the avoidance of ‘harmful contamination’ of the moon
and celestial bodies. MA Art. 7.1 makes this more precise, requiring parties to take measures ‘to
prevent the disruption of the existing balance of ’the environment of the moon or other celestial
body, ‘whether by introducing adverse changes in that environment, by its harmful contamination
through the introduction of extra-environmental matter or otherwise’, and to inform the UN
Secretary General of measures adopted for the purpose (MA Art. 7.1). But this language leaves
26
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not impeded (MA Arts. 9. 1 and 2). No property title to the area occupied is created by such
activities (OST Art. II; MA Art. 11.3).
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M.S. Race and R.O. Randolph, ‘The Need for Operating Guidelines and a Decision Making
Framework Applicable to the Discovery of Non-Intelligent Extraterrestrial Life’ (2002) 50 Adv.
Space Res. 1583-91. Cf. the Wikipedia entry for the ‘Great Pacific Garbage Patch’, a huge area of
marine debris in the North Pacific gyre. In A.C. Clarke, ‘Before Eden’, Tales of Ten Worlds
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open the question of precisely when contamination becomes harmful.34 Under such circumstances,
the precautionary principle should be applied, and any error should be on the side of undue rigour
and prevention rather than of risk.35
2.5. Debris
OST Art. VIII means that identifiable objects remain the property of their owners, the state of
registry retaining jurisdiction and control. However, although the Article goes on to provide for the
return of found objects, that is as far as things go. There is nothing to stop objects being simply
left.36 Thus I note the plaque beside the replica of the Viking I Mars Lander in the Smithsonian
Museum affirms US property right that has been transferred to the Museum. I also note that rights
in and to the Russian Lunokhod-1 lunar rover have been sold.37 But we should not make the
littering of the Moon or other celestial bodies too easy or indeed lawful. A duty to clean up debris,
and to remove un-needed or defunct equipment should be created or invented and imposed.38
3. Administration
How might we set up the necessary machinery and structures? The procedures of both the main
UNESCO Heritage Convention and the Antarctic Treaty system provide styles. The procedures of
the Intangible Heritage Convention are similar to that of the main UNESCO Convention so they are
not here repeated.39 The UNESCO Underwater Heritage Convention is not so useful for this
purpose, as it restricts itself as to reporting procedures and not establishing a recognised ‘list’.
The 1972 UNESCO Convention relies on states to identify appropriate heritage within their
territories and to recommend them to an Intergovernmental Committee for the Protection of the
Cultural and Natural Heritage of Outstanding Universal Value, known for short as the ‘World
Heritage Committee’. This, currently with a membership of twenty-one, is elected by the UNESCO
General Conference, and members hold office on a rotating basis. The states so elected nominate as
their representatives persons qualified in the field of cultural or natural heritage,40 and
representatives of the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of
Cultural Property (ICCROM), the International Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) the
International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) act as advisors.
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Recommendations by states require to be backed both with argument and with proof that the
recommending state has included the item in its own protective procedures and in appropriate cases
has established a management programme for a site it recommends. Recommendations accepted by
the World Heritage Committee are included in the World Heritage List.
The Antarctica procedures are similar.41 As indicated above, for Antarctica there may be
Specially Protected Areas and Specially Managed Areas with Management Plans.42 In addition and
outwith such Areas items, properties and locations of interest may also be identified. The procedure
is for states party to the Antarctic Treaty to identify and recommend such Areas or items to a
Committee for Environmental Protection established under Art. 11 of the Environmental Protocol.43
This Committee considers recommendations and forwards its views to the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting, which may agree to the Area or item being added to the approved list of
Historic Sites and Monuments.44 Normally an approval takes effect ninety days after the
Consultative Meeting. However, - and this is where the Antarctic arrangements step round the
matter of ‘sovereignty’ - it is possible for a Consultative Party to notify the Treaty’s Depositary (the
US) within that time period, that it wishes the ninety day period to be extended or that is unable to
approve the measure. In short, the parties to the Antarctic Treaty have a veto on the setting up of
Areas, and on inclusions on the list of Antarctic Historic Sites and Monuments.
The Moon Agreement deserves some consideration here. It does recognise that some
process to secure some areas of celestial bodies should be specially protected. Of course, its Art. 11
with the ‘common heritage’ and the ‘regime’ for lunar exploitation are the stumbling blocks. But
the MA has other bits that could be helpful.45 In the designation of the areas foreseen by MA Art. 7
the ‘competent bodies’ of the UN are to be consulted, but the actual procedures for designation are
not yet established (MA Art. 7.3).
The recommendations of the 2010 IAA Cosmic Study on the Protection of the Environment
of Celestial Bodies (PECB) incorporate much of what is needed.46 Working outside the concepts of
territorial sovereignty, but remaining within those of the jurisdiction of licensing states, any
arrangements need to provide sufficient room for states voluntarily to assume obligations and to
avoid any implication that these are imposed. The ambit of ‘harmful’, whether applied to
contamination or to interference with the activities of others, should be spelled out, and diminished.
There should be duties to avoid debris and contamination and to clean up when either exceeds the
restricted ambit of ‘harmful’. As to the procedure for the setting aside of areas the model of Annex
V to the Antarctic Environment Protocol should be used.47 In terms of approving a designation the
members of the ‘Co-ordination Mechanism’ of the space agencies of active launching states should
41
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be involved.48 They should appoint qualified and competent representatives to form a committee to
scrutinise recommendations as to the setting aside of particular sites and/or materials on or within
natural space objects for historic or scientific purposes. COSPAR (http://cosparhq.cnes.fr/) should
be involved as an advisory body and there may be others eligible for that duty. Parties to the new
procedure should be able to block recommendations, but their reasoning should be clear and be
publicised. Sunlight is a good disinfectant.
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See ‘The Global Exploration Strategy: The Framework for Coordination’: http://www.
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